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 The 43rd Prez is considered to be the worst 
president of all time by about 40% of the US popu-
lation. Yet the former Times Magazine person of 
the year is a figure admired the world over for his 
eloquence and charismatic nature. Listed below are 
some of his most inspirational quotes:

 
 “There’s an old saying in Tennessee- I know 
it’s in Texas, probably in Tennessee- that says, fool 
me once, shame on you. Fool me- you can’t get 
fooled again”
 
 “They misunderstimated me” 
 
	 “Families	is	where	our	nation	finds	hope,	
where wings take dream”
 
 “People calling Denison, “denny” never stop 
thinking about ways to harm our country and our 
people, and neither do we”

 “The World Health Organization has con-
firmed	that	the	newest	UK	Covid	variant	is	purely	
simply a reaction to Brexit. 

 “The political developments of the country 
led to the virus developing a different variant. As 
the	country	officially	withdrew	from	the	European	
Union,	the	virus	followed	the	United	Kingdom	and	is	
now	refusing	to	spread	in	the	European	mainland”.	

 RiFF RAFF is considered to be the best 
musical artist of all time by about 100% of the US 
population. The former MTV reality star is a fig-
ure admired around the world for his eloquence 
and charismatic nature. Listed below are some of 
his most inspirational quotes:

 “Somebody’s trying to sell you a Mercedes 
and	he	pulls	up	in	a	Civic	with	mustard	stains	on	
his shirt, dipping a pretzel in some cheese? Nobody 
wants to hear what you say unless you look like 
somebody.”

 “If I buy a new car, I rip the rearview mir-
ror off because I don’t like to look back.”

 “Icons speak icon language.”

 “I’m from the future, but I’m from the past, 
but I’m also from the present because I’m a gift.”

 “I do whatever I feel like doin because it’s 
in my brain”

 “You can’t make somebody buy an album. I 
buy people’s albums though”

	 “iF	U	DONT	EAT	THE	FRiES	OUT	OF	
THE	BAG	ON	THE	WAY	HOME	THEN	YOU	AR-
ENT	DOING	iT	RiGHT”

	 “iF	YOU	LOVE	ME	i	MiGHT	RANDOMLY	
SLIDE	A	BIG	PiZZA	UNDER	YOUR	DOOR”

THE INDISPUTABLE 
CHARISMA OF 
GEORGE BUSH

EDUCATION

EDITOR’S	NOTE:	The	legitimacy	of	some	of	these	quotes	is	dubious	at	best

-Nikos	Lazanis	‘23,		Historian

NUGGETS OF 
WISDOM FROM 

RiFF RAFF

EDITOR’S NOTE: Neon Icon was the best damn album this planet has ever seen

WISDOM
-James	Whitney	‘22,	Pop	Culture	Expert
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Staff “ridiculously disappointing lack of effort” Box
shoutout to 

everyone who 
was fighting on 
A quad at 1 AM 

lmao

A GREEK NATIONAL GUESSES THE UNITED STATES EXCEPT HE 
GETS EVERYTHING BUT KANSAS CORRECT AND IT ISN’T FUNNY 
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-Nikos	Lazanis	‘23,	Greek	Man

 I don’t really believe in or pay attention to astrology, but I’m an Econ major so I don’t think it is fair to make fun of 
people who believe in things that are totally made up. But with that being said, I’d like to share with you all the most unpopular 
take I have regarding astrology.

 Basically, if you were a C-section baby I don’t think you should have a star sign. C-section babies take out about half of 
the chance behind when you’re going to be born. I don’t even believe C-section babies were born, which is why my friends and I 
celebrate our friend Alec’s “Removal Day” instead of a birthday. His mom is in on the joke, which is why the last few years she 
has gotten him and his twin brother a cake that says “Happy Removal Day” iced on top of it. But a c-section is a planned proce-
dure scheduled by your parent(s) and a doctor based on what worked for their schedule (I know that emergency c-sections are a 
thing but I’m gonna ignore those for the sake of my argument). 

 But if you are a C-section baby and you believe your horoscope, you are understanding your life and even sometimes 
making decisions based on a medical procedure. The only time you should make decisions based on medical procedures is if 
your doctor tells you not to eat before a colonoscopy, not because you wound up becoming a Gemini.

 To all the C-section babies out there who believe in astrology, I’m sorry but you’re just going to have to delete Costar 
right now. I feel bad that you all have been falsely associating yourselves with different zodiac signs. If you need something else 
to supplement your horoscope addictions, just call the doctor that brought you into this world and ask him or her questions 
about your life. I think that all doctors who perform C-sections should be obligated to do this to all their patients to make up for 
the fact that they stole from them the chance to be born with a zodiac sign. 

UNPOPULAR ASTROLOGY TAKE

PS: To any C-section baby that is turning another year older soon: happy Removal Day!
-Blythe	Dahlem,	Leo	Sun,	Capricorn	Moon,	Virgo	Rising


